T&D General Systems Subcommittee
Practical Aspects of Ferroresonance WG
Adams Mark, Denver, Plaza Court 6
Tues June 8, 2004

**Working Group Members:**

- Bruce Mork, Michigan Tech Univ, Chair
- Co-Chairs/backups: David Jacobson, Reigh Walling
- Secretary David Jacobson

**Contributors:**

- Reigh Walling, GE
- David Jacobson, Manitoba Hydro
- Roger Dugan, Electrotek Concepts
- Juan Martinez, UPC Barcelona
- Atef Morched
- Dan Durbak, PTI
- Gene Lindholm, CILCO
- Noel Janssens, ELIA
- Donald Shoup, Mitsubishi Electric
- Francisco de la Rosa, DCSI (to present at this meeting)
- Russ Patterson and coworkers, TVA (to present at this meeting?)
- EDF?
- ABB?
- BPA, other utilities, other companies?

**Agenda Items for this meeting:**

- Activities at meeting, charge from subcommittee
- Sign up for mailing list
- Summary of Panel at Toronto (summer ‘03)
- Outline of special publication material.
- Volunteers to present/provide scenarios for FR, followup via e-mail, next meeting
- Discussion of proper level of presentation, aspects to key on.
- Goals: complete FR scenarios in 4 months, panel in San Francisco (summer ‘04)?

**Ongoing work, upcoming deliverables:**

- Reference List, work on “cherry picking” most practical references.
- Another Panel at San Francisco based on all practical cases?
- Papers, special publication, tutorial.